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Calculated Minimum Critical Masses of 239Pu Homogeneously Mixed With Polyethylene 

Moderator, L. Michael Gundy, Andrew Q. Goslen (WSRC) 

The minimum critical masses of *=Pu in a polyethylene moderator were calculated as a 

function of plutonium density for several polyethylene densities (various void fractions). This 

study has applications for solid TRU waste and for plutonium scrap dissolving operations 

where polyethylene bags may be present within the cans to be dissolved. Polyethylene is 

usually present in TRU waste as a result of glovebox bagout operations and as liners in 55 

gallon drums. This study indicates that in some situations the minimum critical plutonium 

mass in polyethylene can be less than that of metal in water (about 510 grams). TRU waste 

fissile limits are usually based on safe masses determined from plutonium in water so that 

this result has obvious implications on criticality safety. 

A literature search revealed that there appears to be no plutonium critical experiments with 

polyethylene as a moderator. There are several with polyethylene as a reflector and one set 

with 2% enriched uranium metal slabs. In addition, there are criticals with Pu02 in 

polystyrene ((CH),) slabs for the range O<H/Pu<SO, but these are not optimally moderated 

and the polystyrene hydrogen density (83.6 g/l) is actually less than that of water (1 1 1.7 g/l). 

Plutonium metal in full density polyethylene ((CH2),) moderator will have a critical mass less 

than that of water because it has a higher hydrogen density (132.2 g/l), and carbon also acts 

as a moderator. 
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

The methodology utilized the SCALE driver CSASIX (NITAWL, BONAMI, and XSDRNPM) 

with available cross-section sets (238-group ENDF/B-V, 27-group ENDF/B-IV, and 16-group 

Hansen-Roach). MCNP4A with ENDF/B-V data was also utilized as an independent check 

due to the lack of critical experiments for polyethylene moderator. XSDRNPM is a one- 

dimensional discrete-ordinates code, which was utilized for spherical geometry models with 

essentially infinite reflectors. 

For TRU solid waste, tests at SRS with 55 gallon drums indicate that polyethylene bagging 

cannot be tightly stuffed to a volume fraction greater than 15.5%. Too allow for the 

possibility of settling, calculations were conducted for 20% and 50% polyethylene volume 

fractions as well as for full density for comparison. It was assumed that plutonium metal 

would be particulate matter not effected by the obtainable polyethylene density. In actual 

solid waste, there could be particulate matter within the polyethylene so that the effects of 

10% concrete or steel mixed with 20% polyethylene were evaluated also. Since water 

egress into underground solid waste containers would be possible, additional calculations 

evaluated critical masses of water in polyethylene moderator. 

RESULTS 

The calculated critical masses for the various moderators are plotted in Figure 1 for a range 

of plutonium concentrations. For full density polyethylene, the minimum critical plutonium 

mass is about 345 grams (@ 30 g/I) versus 51 0 for water. For 20% dense polyethylene, the 
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minimum critical mass increases substantially to 6200 g (@ 9 g//). However, the minimum 

plutonium concentration for criticality decreases to <3 g/l versus 7.6 g/I for Pu( NO& 

solutions. If 10% regular concrete is added to this, the minimum critical mass decreases to 

4750 grams. Thus, added concrete will decrease the critical mass substantially. Added 

steel causes a significant increase in critical mass (poison). For 50% polyethylene, the 

minimum critical mass decreases to 1170 g. For a mixture of 20% polyethylene and 80% 

water, the minimum fissile mass (445 g) is again less than that of water because the 

hydrogen density is greater than water alone. This indicates that mixtures of polyethylene 

and water (no voids) will have a minimum fissile mass(M) of 345<M<510. 

Since the minimum fissile mass of plutonium in polyethylene of reduced density is less than 

that in water, these results will have no effect on normal SRS operations. For SRS 

operations with moderator present, the single unit limit is 390 g (5% margin for water). Solid 

waste drums must contain less than 200 g versus the minimum possible fissile mass with 

polyethylene present of 350 g. These results indicate the importance of utilizing a hierarchy 

of fissile mass controls as implemented at SRS. However, the possibility of water egress 

into underground storage culverts with waste drum arrays needs further evaluation. SRS 

dissolving operations are conducted in geometrically favorable tanks with isolated charging 

wells so that optimum fissile volumes for polyethylene bags and water are prohibited. 
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Figure I Calculated Critical (k=l) Masses of 
Pu-239 Metal Mixtures With Polyethylene and Water 

Critical Spherical Mass, grams 

-100% Water 
- 100% Polyethylene 
@ MCNP 
-20% Polyethylene density 
- - 20%/80% Polyhvater density 
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-.- 50% Polyethylene density 
I---- 20%/10% Poly/reg-concrete density 
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